cumbent, upright or inverted position2 or was kept prone an equivalent period of time for the prone sltudies. A slow injection of specially prepared iodine-13 1 labeled MAA (100 pCi/3.5 mg albumin, size range 10-90 p maximum diameter) was made into a leg vein. Two minutes after completion of the injection, the animal was returned to the prone position for 5 min, then killed with a large dose of intravenous potassium chloride. The lungs were immediately removed and blotted dry. The lobes were isolated, weighed, diced, then counted in a large well counter.
Results. The results od postural effects of lobar flow in lightly anesthetized dogs are found in Table I . Values are expressed as "percent flow" (percent of tortal lung activity in each lobe) and "relative flow per gram" (the ratio of activity per lobe to lobe weight divided by the ratio of total activity of both lungs to total weight of both lungs.) The latter figure allows for comparisons of relative flow independent of tissue mass. Table  I1 gives the weight distribution of the seven lobes.
In the prone, upright, and inverted positions in which the two lungs maintain the same relative relationship, the flows in each lung correlate almost perfectly with bhe comparable weights. In all positions a gravitational effect is seen. In the prone position the large superiorly placed diaphragmatic lobes have the greatest total flow but the least flow per gram. With the animal upright the apical flow falls to less than 7% of the total flow although these lobes account for approx- imately 25% of the lung mass. In contrast, with the animal inverted, a much smaller decrease in flow is observed in the nondependent diaphragmatic lobes. This minimal change is probably due in part to an increased cardiac output secondary to the greatly increased respiratory effort encountered in this posture. In the lateral positions, flow changes tend to increase in the dependent lobes and to decrease in the nondependent lobes. Less change is noted in the intermediate lobe which receives its arterial supply from the right main pulmonary artery but which lies partially in the left chest cavity.
The mean weight for the 21 dogs was 20.0 t 3.6 kg (range 13-28) with lung wet wt of 139.8 t 31.6 g (range 77-205). These values yield an average of 0.70 g lung wt/lOO g body wt.
Discussion. The results of this study show a definite postural effect on the distribution of pulmonary arterial blood flow in the dog which favors the dependenit lobes. Both the theory and the reliability of measuring regional flow with radioactive particles have been established for MAA and for plastic microspheres (7, 8) . The major limitation of this method is the need for obtaining tissue counts for flow quantitation in anatomic subdivisions of the lung. However, external counting or scintiscanning can be used to provide estimates of regional flow changes in v i m . Microspheres, because of greater control in particle size and of a more even distribution of radioactivity, may be preferred when precise measurements are required. Likewise, MAA may be advantageous for repeat experiments because they do not permanently block the arteriolar capillary bed. Microspheres made from albumin may be superior to either MAA or plastic microspheres bv retaining the desirable characteristics of both (7) .
Changes in body posture can cause alterations in cardiac output ( 2 ) . This parameter was not measured in this study and is not normally taken into consideration in experiments where a single posture is maintained. However, conditions or drugs which increase cardiac output or raise pulmonary arterial pressure have been shown to reduce the gravitational effect (9) . The reverse is true when output or pressure are lowered.
A set of normal values for lung and lobar weights in dogs is established. The mean value of 0.70 g lung/lW g body wt is somewhat lower than that which has previously appeared in literature (10, 11) , but the relative percentage of weight by lobes agrees closely with published measurements (5) .
It is (concluded (that body posture has an important influence on relative flow of blood to the various lobes in canine lungs and these differences must be taken into consideration in many pulmonary and circulatory experiments in which dogs are utilized.
Summary. A study was undertaken in dogs to determine the role of posture on regional pulmonary arterial perfusion and to establish a set of normal values for lobar blood flow in various body positions. Relative flow through each of the seven lobes was measured by in vitro tissue counting in five body positions following intravenous injection of albumin macroaggregates. In each position a definite flow gradient was found which favored the dependent lobes. Quantitative results are presented as are values for lung and lobar weights.
